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“Travel can be a humbling, exciting, transformative experience.”
- the late chef Anthony Bourdain.
Dear Friends of Rose
This is a brief update from Chair Nicola and Trustee Trish about our recent
exciting whirlwind heart-thumping trip to Nepal and Cambodia to be with fellow
Roses and visit Rose projects.
We travelled to see the results of Rose at work, both recent---in NEPAL, after
the 2015 earthquake - and in CAMBODIA at the Rose Eye Centre in Phnom
Penh which is now flourishing after nearly two decades of hard hard work after
a shocking setback of looting at the start.
We also wanted to take the chance to join the five Rose guys in Phnom Penh
who were pivotal players in the creation of this Rose Eye Centre, now
considered to be the best in Cambodia.
In Nepal we stayed in the village of Kopu in the Kathmandu Valley, near
Pharping, with our Rose friend Sarala. There Rose Canada has helped rebuild
four houses after the devastating 2015 earthquake, whilst Rose NZ provided a
roof for one big community school and helped with restored water system and
toilet block for another 35-pupil school.
On our first afternoon with Sarala we strolled down the steep narrow rough
paths of the village, gathering children all the way, cheeky grins and big eyes
for the funny foreign ladies. We visited “our” houses with their rose-red
corrugated iron roofs, welcomed in to see how the families live within the most
basic concrete-block shelter, some with no furniture at all, not even a bed.
Kitchens are a gas ring with a few pots and utensils beside them. “Plumbing”
doesn’t exist. A long-drop loo outside and running water from a hose into plastic
basins does the job.

At five o’clock we were sampling the local cider in our (comfy) bedroom in
Sarala’s house, wrapped with a duvet covered in roses that, along with a
blanket and solar lamp, Sarala had bought with Rose Charities money for the
100-odd families in her village after the earthquake devastation. Some of them
are still sleeping outside in their animal shelters, waiting for the promised
government help to rehouse.
“There is something I want to tell you” Sarala said… And at 5 o-clock on a
Saturday she told us the story of the lowest family in the village (both
geographical at the bottom of the hillside, and according to caste). Four
daughters, the eldest very bright but, unable to go to university, now a teacher.
Second daughter, Sushmita, 18-years-old, known throughout her whole district
of Dakshinkali for coming out top in her academic exams. She wanted to be an
engineer and, among 18,000 applicants (yes, 18,000) had gained a place in the
architectural engineering course at Tribhuvan University, the best in
Kathmandu. Her father was going to take out a loan, mortgaging his land to pay
her admission fees and first six months tuition. The fees were about NZ$1,000.
By 7 o’clock Nicola had “Whatsapp’d” a network of NZ friends with Sushmita’s
story. By 7 a.m. Sunday the generous responses flowed in, promising
donations that will cover the first fees, a necessary laptop and on-going support
for Sushmita’s five-year degree. We were happy!
Sarala invited Sushmita up to meet us later in the day and we were blown away
by this slip of a girl, delicate as a butterfly, who promised us she would work
hard and never disappoint us. We wanted to lighten her sense of obligation, but
thrilled to see a glimpse of her fiery spirit through her shy politeness.
We plotted about how to get the money quickly to Sushmita (it was due within
four weeks) and came up with a plan: Sarala came with us in our car to the
nearest town where there was one ATM. It was Dasain festival time—noisy,
dusty, colourful, crowded with goats to be sacrificed - and we couldn’t believe
that bank notes could spew out of a hole in the wall. On Monday morning at
10 a.m. the ATM rejected Nicola’s bank card. But Trish’s (same bank) was
accepted. Hooray! Out came 80,000 rupees in crisp new notes, the cleanest
thing in the town.
Sarala returned home on the back of a motorbike, rang Sushmita and her father
and by noon Sarala handed over a small bag of bank notes. They were
speechless.

That afternoon Sushmita climbed the hill again with a hand-written letter and
receipt for Sarala to photograph and email to us, now back in Kathmandu. A
bright spark glowing in the smog and dust of typical daily life in Nepal. And an
affirmation of seeing is believing, and the Rose philosophy, knowing how
ineffectual and hindering government processes can be, of finding a trusted
local person on the ground who can really help make a difference.
Sarala, a one-woman wonder-maker, has been involved with Rose for nearly
two decades. In two days with her we achieved more than possible in a year of
emails. Her professional accountability and quick-fire action is second to none.

Meanwhile, on Sunday we were honoured guests at Shirakharapur Community
School Campus where Rose has provided a new blue roof for the primary
school. We met the most impressive group of men, all devoted to a concept
that goes from nursery to tertiary, covering early childhood, primary, secondary
school to 50-hour electrical, computer and plumbing courses, to eco-farming
where cow effluent from sheds is retrieved, separated and fed to grow
vegetables (maybe a first in Nepal where there is no sewerage treatment for 5
million people in Kathmandu?) and “daughters-in-law”, meaning married
women, are offered free tertiary courses in business planning, education and
the arts.
We met several of those women, all dressed in new finery for the Dasain
Festival and all hugely appreciative of help from New Zealand. Our Rose
speeches were choked up by tears that flowed.

In Cambodia we spent a day visiting the two branches of the Rose Eye
Centre where ophthalmologists Dr Vra and his wife Dr Natalia work seven days
a week, often 10 hours a day treating the constant stream of patients.

Nicola says: I had heard many stories about Rose in Phnom Penh, including
its traumatic beginning and its slow build up to the astonishing centre it is today.
It is hard to grasp the complexity, the politics, the professionalism, the
compassion of it all: The deep devotion of Vra and Natalia to be the belief that
they can and will help as many poor people as possible; the systems they have
in place to cope with the demand.
Meeting them, they just look like two smiling people. Natalia looked like a
fashion model at our dinner, but her story is incredible. They met on holiday in
Ukraine when Vra, who is 10 years older, was training to be a doctor in Moscow
and Natalia was doing interior design. It must have been love at first sight. They
had their first son when Natalia was 18. Later, she did a degree in medicine,
having to study in English! Luckily there were a couple of Russian lecturers who
helped her. Then ophthalmology specialist training. Now she begins work at 6
a.m. every day, screening patients in a small clinic down a side street, and
sending any who need surgery up to the main new clinic. Every afternoon she
and Vra and Mrs Sathia, who Rose Charities supported to become an
ophthalmologist, do 30 surgeries or more.
“I couldn’t help noticing the pride of our Trustee Mike Webber when we were
shown the operating theatres. There were three big microscopes he had
sourced and sent from New Zealand".
“I still feel a bit on the outside because the guys we were with ---Dr Will from
Vancouver, Mike from Whanganui, John Veale from Christchurch who played a
pivotal role at the start, and the Nepali ophthalmologist Basant Sharma, also
key, have such camaraderie, such memories of helping Dr Vra and Natalia."
“But now I appreciate better the huge achievement and feel privileged to be
with the team of Roses.”

WE NEED YOU! Your donations make our work possible.
For a FRIENDS OF ROSE donation please use the code RCFRIENDS.
Please use RCNEPAL, RCSUSHMITA, RCCAMBODIA if you wish to donate
specifically as per the above stories.
Please Direct Credit to: 02 0800 0623302 002

Donations as Friends of Rose are spent in NZ and are tax-deductible. Please
send an email with your name and email address for a receipt. Our NZ
Charities Commission number is 1231630
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